In the previous paper fig.1 .
where a ≤ b ≤ a √ 3 and 0 ≤ m ≤ and:
Our aim is to compute the probability that random segment s of constant length l < a − 2m intersects a lattice side of the lattice , i.e. the probability P int that the segment s intersects a side of the fundamental cell C 0 .
To be more specific, we denote by O the center of s and we set ϕ the angle of s and BC (o AD) To compute the probability P int we consider the limiting positions of segment s, for a specified value of ϕ, when the center O of s varies in C 0i , (i = 1, 2, ..., 5).
As we get fig. 2 and the relations
By fig. 1 and fig. 2 we have that:
To compute area C 02 (ϕ) we have that:
To compute area C 05 (ϕ) we have that:
Denoting by M i , (i = 1, 2, ..., 5), the set of all segments s which have their center in cell C 0i and with N i the set of segments s completely contained in C 0i , we have [11] :
where µ is the Lebesgue measure in the Euclidean plane.
To compute the measures µ (M i ) and µ (N i ) we use the Poincaré kinematic measure [10] :
where x, y are the coordinate of the point O and ϕ the angle of s.
Considering that ϕ
we have that
and
By combining (24) with (25) and (26) we have that P int = 1 2α 2ab − m 2 1 + sin 2α + cos α + cos 
